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Mrs. Irene Rice, chairman of the Red Cross
Volunteer nursing program announced today that
because of a lack of workers the program to give
two hours a week attending the sick and infirm will
be discontinued.
"Regrettably," she says, "after August 31 the
program will no longer he scheduled. Although
nearly 100 persons took the training to give just
two hours a week attending sick and lonely people
in the hospitals and nursing homes, only a hand full
. of workers are on duty each week."
(Ed's Note: Fortunately however, daily golf
games in all kinds of weather, bridge games in airconditioned comfort and "love-thy-neighbor-hypocrisy" will go on urthlterruptedly, on a 24-hour
schedule.)
I have one or two other things to tell about in
-2. connection with our recent whirl-wind trip to Central America. One of the stories is simple, pure miracle.
As the three of us were leaving a cab to go into
the airport at Mexico City, I think it was R. Paul
who remarked: "Mother this is the first time I have
ever gone with you that we haven't run into somebody we know."
He shouldn't ought to have said that, for just as
we were going into the restaurant at the airport I
saw this distinguished little guy strolling over to
the counter to have a little breakfast, just as we
were about to do.
I could hardly believe it. Do you know that it
was Dr. Arnold Crispin, my Spanish professor at
Vanderbilt? Well, I rushed over to him like a long
lost friend, and smart alec like, started talking with
him in Spanish.
Then in English I told him that I had thought
of him so often on the trip and recalled how diligently he tried to teach me conversational Spanish
and how helpful the learning had been so far on the
trip.
Then I made the fatal mistake of asking him
how I was doing with my Spanish. Said he, rather
acidly:
"You should have taken another semester!"
Es verdad! You no hablo Espanol.
I had such a nice Rata kern Ella Doyle last
week. It was such a wonderful invitation that she
extended to me to stay with her during the Democratic National Convention.
I will not be going to the National Convention
this year. Trying to arrange receptions for the
Latin-American beauty queens, in Louisiana,
Arkansas, Tennessee and Kentucky by phone is no
small task. Besides I think the process of selecting
a Democratic presidential nominee is going to be
deadly dull.
As a state-at-large presidential elector I think
I will have about as much fun casting my vote for
the democratic nominee (if he should carry Kentucky) as I would have spending a lot of time hearing about all "the g-r-e-a-a-a-t Americans" who are
speaking, have spoken, or will speak at the convention.
Watching it on television is much more enjoyable. I can just tune them out when they get too
awesome.
Anyway, back to Ella. She says she will be
coming home right after the convention and will
stop by for a short visit. I think Ella will always call
Fulton "home." At least we'll always call her one
of our home-town gals who made good in the city.
All people smile in the same language.
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Bus Bringing Latin-Americans Guests
Arriving On Lake Street On Tuesday
Housing Desperately Needed
For Amigos, Other Visitors
The largest group of students ever to attend the International Banana Festival will arrive in Fulton on
next Tuesday, August 27, Festival officials announced
today. Fifteen boys and twenty-one girls, ranging from
14 to 20 years of age, will be welcomed into the city at
the band-stand on Lake Street. They will be accompanied by Mrs. Florence Ballesteros, International coordinator for the Banana Festival, and Mrs. Evangelina de
Chauvin, who was a chaperone for the young people last
year.
The students arrived in the United States on Wednesday, August 21. Their plans are to visit in Tallahasse
and Cypress Gardens, Florida and Nashville, Tenn. before coming to Fulton.
At Nashville plans are in the making to have the group housed and
entertained by the Pan-American
Association, whose president, Newell Niswonger, has been a frequent
Festival visitor and an avid promloter of the annual event.

The happy smiles of students, and site vibrant personality of Mrs. Florence Ballesteros of Quito, Ecuador will
bring into the spotlight the first major activity of this year's Banana Festival. The group, 14 boys, 72 girls
end two chaperones will arrive at the band-stand on Lake Street in the late afternoon, next Tuesday. August
27. The entire city and surrounding area is urged to be on hand to give the welcome visitors ttse usual Festival enthusiasm and hospitality.

Petitions Being Circulated
For 3 I/2c Library Tax
In a last-ditch effort to maintain the November general election balthe present county-wide library lot for all county voters to decide.
The action initiating the petitions
service, petitions are now being circulated in Fulton, Hickman and was agreed upon at a meeting of
Cayce asking the Fulton County the Fulton County library board in
1
2 Fulton last Thursday evening. The
fiscal court to levy a tax of 3/
cents per $100 property valuation scaled-down proposed tax approximates a figure agreed upon last
for this service.
If enough signatures are obtain- spring, when determined opposition
ed, the question will be placed on to a Sc - per - $100 valuation levy
resulted in the abolishment of that
tax by the court, and left the library system with no support
whatever.
Following the abolishment of the
Sc levy, both sides held several
joint meetings and agreed that a
Sixty-one young members of the 3/
1
2c levy would be more nearly acAmerican Jewish society for Ser- ceptable, but that the final device in New York City have return- cision should come from the voted to their homes on the east coast ers themselves on the general elecafter spending seven weeks in three tion ballot.
projects, and are having a press
If not enough signatures are obconference in New Yost to tell tained to place the question on the
what they saw asx1 did.
ballot, and if the whole question of
One of the three projects was a financial support for the libraries
home-repair program in four Ken- is defeated at the polls in Novemtucky counties along the Missis- ber, the libraries in Fulton and
sippi river (Fulton, Hickman, Car- Hickman will be forced to close, inlisle, Ballard), in which they paint- asmuch as their continued operaed and roofed homes, did carpenter tion can come only from tax revework and filled other work requests nue from County residents.
channeled through the 0E0 office
The petitions must be delivered
in Clinton.
to the Fulton County Court clerk
by September 5th.

AJS Volunteers
Return To Homes

South Fulton
Schools Open;
979 Enrolled
South Fulton schools opened
Monday with a total of 979 students, down 42 from the 1,041 enrtIlment of last year, according to
Principal Virgil Yates.
A total of 358 registered for high
school and 621 in the elementary
grades.
Nine new teachers are included
in the 16-member high school facul.
ty. New teachers include: Mrs.
Phyllis Hodge, Senior English
teacher; Mrs. Judy Andrews. typing-shorthand: Eugene Bard, bonding and trades; Mrs. Ronda Taylor, business; David Brann, girls
basketball coach, chemistry-physics; Bobby Fowler, football coach,
social studies and PE, Gerald Taber, basketball coach, social Mu.
dies and PE; Miss Judy Leggett,
English.

IPostoffic.e
1KaCillaSnegrTigce
A new departure schedule for the
last mail dispatch daily crut of Fulton will go into effect next Saturday, being advanced one hour over
the current timetable, stated Postmaster Joe Treas.
The current closing time for outof-town dispatch is 6:30 p. m.; the
new closing time will be 5:30 p. m.,
Treat stated.
In other words, all mail destined
for out-of-town points other than
Hickman, Crutchfield or Dukedom
must, after Saturday, be deposited
either in the Post Office or the letterbox in front of the postoffiee by
5:30 p. m.
The new schedule is being inaugurated in order to permit use of
an air-taxi service out of the sectional center of the Post Office at
Paducah to connecting transport at
Louisville, St. Louis and other
points each evening, Trees stated.
"Inauguration of this new air.taxi
service out of Paducah will mean
virtually overnight service for practically any point in the nation," he
pointed out.
In addition to the new 5:30 p. m.
dispatch to Paducah each day,
there are two others earlier in the
day that will continue unchanged.
The first is at 11:00 a. m. in the
morning and the second at 4:00
p. m. in the afternoon. All mail going to out-of-town points is sent to
the sectional center at Paducah for
sorting and routing, even mail going to Water Valley, Clinton and
other near-to-Fulton
postoffices.
The only exceptions are mail going
to Dukedom, which is dispatched
direct from Fulton each day at 8:15
a. m., and that going to Crutchfield
and Hickman, which leaves here
daily at 7:00 a. m, and at 3:00 p. m.

Biographical material of the students sent to the Festival committee indicates that the young people
are from all walks of life, are extremely talented, and anxious to
visit in the United States to "learr
the customs of your people and to
get to know you better," as many
of the comments revealed.
The only unhappy note to creep
into the arrival of the students is
the fact that housing is still lacking
for about 16 of the students. Mrs.
Bill Fenwick and Mrs. John Lloyd
Jones, co-chairmen of the Amigo
program, today issued an urgent appeal for families in the twin city
. area to accept at least bite of the
guests in a local home.
"I know Fulton and South Fulton
people will respond to this appeal
as they always have," both ladies
told the News on Wednesday. "I'm
sure people don't realize that the
Festival is so near, but it is and
housing is desperately needed for
the Amigos," they added.
Another urgent appeal was made
today by Mrs. Lorene Harding for
transportation and housing facilities for other visitors coming to the
Festival.
An appropriate welcome and a
police escort into the city is planned by the Amigo committee.
And above all, the committee
asks, is that a large crowd be on
hand when the bus arrives. Approximate arrival time is about
seven p. m.

Ecuadorean
Shop Opens
Next Week
If you're looking for wedding,
birthday, Christmas or any other
kind of "conversation piece" items
to give to your favorite people on
special occasions, you'd better plan
to visit The Ecuadorean Shop that
will open on Commercial Avenue
beginnnig next week.
The shop will be stocked high
with
hand-made Latin-American
crafts, art, clothing, wood-work and
dozens of unusual items that will
make the receiver mighty happy he
knows such a thoughtful giver.
Mrs. Florence Ballesteros, international coordinator for The Banana Festival is bringing the many
gift items here next week when
she arrives from Latin-America
with the 36 students who will be
visitors in Fulton until the day after the Festival.
The shop is to be located on Commercial Avenue across the street
foam the News office, in the building formerly occupied by the Banana Festival office. It is planned
that the shop will be open not only
to accomodate local shoppers, but
also for late afternoon and evening
shoppers visiting Festival activities.
The address of the building is 207
Commercial Avenue.
TICKETS ON SALE
Tickets for all programs of the,
Sixth Banana Festii. al are now on
sale at the Festival office, located
in the new Chamber of Commerce
office on Main Street,

Ruth Louise Butts
Receives MA Degree
Miss Ruth Louise Butts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Butts of
Fulton, woe awarded a Master of
Arts degree cum laude by Memphis
State University at exercises August 17th.
The salutatorian of her gradual.
ing class at Fulton High School in
1959, Miss Butts is a teacher in
Memphis schools, where she hat
received many noteworthy honors.
IC TO NASHVILLE
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Fulton city schools will open for
their first full day on Thursday
August 29th. There will be no school
on Sept. 2, 5 and 6.
Festival Tim* Canting
De One Of The lunch

Federal court approval has been
given to the purchase of a 73-mile
rail link from Hopkinsville to Nashville by the Illinois Central railroad. The lines were purchated for
a reported $600,000 from the bankrupt Tennessee Central railroad.
and will give the ICRR its first service to Nashville.

THIS IS MISS COSTA RICA Rye feet Rye inches of breath-taking LatinAmerieen beauty. She measures 34 - 24 -36. She is 21 yea& old, is talented as an artist and speaks Spanish, French, German and Inglidt.
She appeared in 0,5 Miss Universe at Miami Beech in July and tells interestingly of her experiences at that international event. She will be N
Participant in the Princess Pageant.
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

Principal Snider Tells Concept Of
Educational Television In Schools
The following article was
written by Bobby Snider. principal of the Fulton City Schools. It
tolls far better than any writer on
this newspaper the concept of educational television in our school
systems.
Look, class, look - - Look at the television set.
Listen to the teacher talking
into the microphone - - Learn, Class, Learn - - Oversimplified - - - We hope so.
Since first mention of the use of television as a means of instruction, fears
have filled the hearts and minds of
faculty members throughout our land.
Its use is viewed with mixed emotions
as is the case with many of our media
now available for classroom use. Lei
us keep in mind that television, educational or instructional, should neve'
be the end, but a means of reaching an
end. If and when it becomes an end in
itself maybe one of the teacher's fears
is well grounded—that he or she might
be replaced by ETV.
The teacher of today is equipped
with more tools for teaching than at
any time in the past, and both the profession and the public recognize the
need for these tools and their best possible instructional use—after all little
in today's world is of more significance
or importance than the minds of our
young people. Our failure here is sure-

ly more severe than the failure of the
doctor in the use of his equipment because of the many minds we in education influence.
Instructional television is a learning resource; it is neither designed or
intended to replace the classroom
teacher, nor to serve as a substitute for
vital student-teacher relationships.
We might ask the question, why
are we at Fulton City interested in the
use of ETV for 1968? Are our students
falling behind in their educational opportunities? Are they receiving the
best possible education we can provide,
or are we still spoon-feeding until departure for college? We recognize a
need for giving every student the opportunity to reach his maximum growth and development via his educational training and feel that ETV can be a
valuable tool in the process of educating the youth of Fulton.
Let us note here that the accumulation of knowledge of the human race
doubled between 1950 - 1960, it redoubled from 1960 - 1966, and will do
so again by 1970, redouble again by
1971 and at that time that vast amount
of knowledge will double three (3)
times during 1972. What does this
mean? It means that the teachers and
the profession are going to have far
more to teach and no more time to
teach it, therefore we must improve
our methods of instruction if we hope
to keep up with the knowledge explosion and prepare our students for a
profitable future.

Eye Injuries, Blindness Due Mostly
To Carelessness; Safety Is Urgent
Half of all the blind in the nation
today are victims of a needless tragedy,
claims the Kentucky Society for the
Prevention of Blindness. In addition to
those cases due to the neglect in getting an early diagnosis and proper
treatment of eye diseases, many are
because of accidents.
According to latest data from the
Public Health Service's National
Health Survey, more than 401/c of the
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Ky. 41141
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accidents causing vision impairment in
the U.S. today occur in the home. This
represents a greater number than the
combined number of at-work and automobile accidents in which eye injuries
are sustained.
This high incidence of home eye
injuries is due to carelessness because
people just haven't learned to take industry, school and automobile safety
habits and atitudes home with them.
To remedy this situation, the Society recommends that all members of
the family wear all-purpose safety
goggles when mowing lawns (especially with power mowers), burning trash,
pruning bushes, spraying plants with
insecticides, and while spreading
chemical fertilizers. For proper safety
goggles for around the home and garden, a local optical equipment center
may be consulted.
The Society also warns against
throwing glass bottles, used batteries,
empty spray cans on trash fires, which
can cause them to explode, showering
potentially-blinding fragments of glass
and metal and caustic chemicals.
in the past two weeks.

Kentucky
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By P. W.
The accident and death rate from
youngsters riding motor bikes in
this area, this summer, has been
hcrribly brutal, and I am hoping
that "thinking" parents will—from
now on — think twice before they
offer to help finance any more of
these deadly machines for their
children.
Last week, right here in Fidton,
one young man was killed and another seriously injured in two
separate accidents. The week be.
fore, another was killed on the
Union City highway. Elsewhere in
this area, we receive reports of
about one death or terrible maiming each week.
It's a terrible shame and tragedy,
but that's the way it is.
Actually, a motorbike is fun. It is
comparatively inexpensive to buy;
it gets you around economically and
quickly. It is the youngster's
"Volkswagen." Compared to a hi.
cycle it is effortless movement, it
is pride of ownership, it is prestige,
it is power and speed.
It is also a very deadly weapon.
It has no safe braking capability at
all at any speed; it has a high
skidding capacity when the pavement has water, oil, and sand,
gravel or a rough surface; it be-

comes a catapult for its passenger
or passengers when it hits anything, skids or overturns, and the
flying arms, legs and bodies practically never escape without terrible injuries. It is also a tiny vehicle, sharing the same roadway
with gigantic trucks that sometimes
don't even know it is there; it is a
dangerous vehicle, often weaving in
and out of traffic in response to the
youthful exhuberanee of its driver.
A motorbike driver rarely 'tops
to think that his braking power
cannot begin to compare with a 4wheeled vehicle that he is Mowing. If the car or truck in front of
him slams on the brakes in an
emergency. he's "had it." He cannot possibly stop as quiekly.
A motorbike driver rarely stops
to think that the rapid acceleration
of his little vehicle can also bring
tragedy. Most automobile drivers
and truck drivers are accustomed
to a normal acceleration and movement, and when the cytlist suddenly
darts around or in front, be sometimes discovers, to his horror, that
the "other guy" had sesuesed the
way was clear to turn, or pass, or
stop.
—
All of these rectors have contra.
buted to fatal accidents around here

For the potential tragedy it can
cause, a motorbike isn't worth the
pleasure it can bring. Don't take
my word for it: ask any of the parents of the youngsters that I have
mentioned above. Don't take my
word for it: talk to anyone who has
ever happened on the scene of an
auto-motorbike accident.
But you can take my word for it;
I did happen on such an awful
scene last summer up in Missouri.
A silent, sobbing group of burly
truck drivers were clustered around
two prone youngsters—a boy and
a girl—lying motionless on a street
up in St. Joseph. One of the fellows
was holding the girl's mangled leg
as best he could; the boy just lay
there writhing In pain, both legs
shattered and an arm crumpled.
The onlookers couldn't do a thing
for him. The twisted motorbike
rammed into the aide of a delivery
truck. It had been going too fast
and Couldn't stop on the cobblestone street, and apparently skidded into the truck.
I realized that the accident had
just happened moments before.
Pretty soon I heard the wail of a
siren, then several, as pollee and
ambulance arrived. They loaded the
.two broken bodies into stretchers
and wailed away to some hospital.
The tragic thing about it was
the fact that had the two been in an
automobile, they miebt have suffered a damage fender. But Motorbikes have no fenders or bumpers
. . . they have only human arms
and legs and bodies and heads to
absorb the shock.
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OF A DREAMER

I am tired of planning and toiling
In the crowded hives of men;
Heart-weary of building and spoiling,
And spoiling and building again.
And I long for the dear old river,
Where I dreamed my youth away;
For a dreamer lives forever,
And a toiler dies in a day.
I am sick of the showy seeming
Of a life that is half a lie;
Of the faces lined with scheming
In the throng that hurries by.
From the sleepless thoughts' endeavour,
I would go where the children play;
For a dreamer lives forever,
And a thinker dies in a day.
I can feel no pride, but pity
For the burdens the rich endure;
There is nothing sweet in the city
But the patient lives of the poor.
Oh,the little hands too skillful
And the child mind chocked with weeds!
The daughter's heart grown willful,
And the father's heart that bleeds!
No, No!from the street's rude bustle,
From the trophies of mart and stage,
I would fly to the woods'low rustle
And the meadows'kindly page.
Let me dream as of old by the river,
And be loved from the dream always;
For a dreamer lives forever,
And a toiler dies-in a day.
—John Boyle O'Reilly

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
Savings and Loan Association
100 St. Joseph St. Mobile, Alabama
August 2, 19611
Mrs. Paul Westpheling
Chairman, Kentucky Partners
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
Thanks for your litter of July
27th. I am passing all of this along
to John Bloomer who is editor of
the Birmingham News and Is
chairman of the Alabama Guatemala Partners Republic Relations
Committee. You certainly have developed a fine program in respect
to the Banana Festival and I know
that John and his committee will
want to consider participating to
whatever extent we can. Should you
get the Guatemala Military Band
up here for the festival this year,
we would see what arrangements
can be made for the band to tour
Alabama for several days while in
the United States.
Escorting the "beauteous damsels
from Latin America" that you mentioned sounds very exciting and I
think that it is an honor that should
be passed on to our honorary chairman, Governor Brewer, while I
will stick to a safer and possibly
less exciting pastime of escorting
Mrs. Tonsmeire. Seriously of
course, this would be a matter for
Mr. Bloomer's committee to decide, ie any event we shall look
forward to working with you during this coming event.
Sincerely,
Arthur Tonsmeire, Jr

Fulton and Fulton Is surpassed only
by the willinessnesa Of the owners
of these media to give of themselves.
If I can be of any assistance to
you in The future. Please feel fret
to call on me.
Very truly yours,
Kenneth Hutchens
Fire Chief

INSTITUTO GUATEMAUTECO de

TURISMO
Guatenrala
Miguel 9, 1968
P4-EI-01120-18-mt
Mrs, Jo Westpheling
P. 0. Box 435
Fulton, Kentucky 32041
U. S. A.
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
It is a great pleasure to salute
you after your kind visit to our offices, in Guatemala City. I hope all
the arrangements for your Festival
are going on wheels and that everything will be alright.
We prefer that Mr. Gabriel Cordoves be the person to lake tin of
the marimba and any ether arrangeonents; he is our "burls=
Delegate in Miami. We hope you
will get in touch with hisa in advance, so he can know the date on
which he will be meeting you in
Nft, Orleans. Mail for him can be
ased as follows:
Mr. Gabriel Cordoves
Guatemala Tourist Commission
247 S. E. First Street
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
Miami, Florida 33131
Mr. Paul R. Weetpheling
We will be sending as soon as
Fulton County News
Possible the article and photos of
Commercial Avenue
our Qreen for purposes of adverFulton, Kentucky 42041
tising and newspaper appearances.
Thanks a lot for your interest in
Dear Paul:
Guatemala, and be sure we wish
our
beet for your festival.
Our sincerest thanks for all your
Sincerely,
help in making our recent singing
Colonel Ricardo A. Pares
the success that it was.
Director
The help given to all community
what Michael needed for ties bag:lest, wildest and potentially most
rewarding project, which involved
one of England's most important
financiers,- than awaiting trial for
the embezzlement of two million
pounds. In this novel, one of Andrew Garve's most imaginative
and exciting, the reader races
along with a top confidence man
playing a most dangerous game.

Suspense novels seem to be the
most popular reading of the folks
in this area these days. These
books seem to be an escape from
the regular grind of our lives. In
reading them books we can sit back
and enjoy someone else's problems
and see them squirm to get themselves out of a tight spot.
Let's look at a few books that
would be of interest to the suspense
reader:
THE LONG SHORT CUT by Andrew Carve. Michael Bliss never
let himself get down to lee; than
five thousand pounds (which he
kept in several bank accounts, not
all of them in England). Anything
less, and his freedom of maneuver
began to be restricted. Anthony
lived—shall we say—by his wits,

and lived very well. He always
managed to land on someone else's
feet, he quite enjoyed blaclmnail,
he could play any number of roles
with ease. At one particular moment, Mike had got to the point
where he felt he'd like to pick up
some easy money in a way that
would give him pleasure as well as
profit, that would stretch his talents . .. something with a spice of
danger and commensurate rewards, something that would set
him up for years, if not for life.
He decided to visit a gambling
club off Part Lane, as a start, and
there he met Corinne, an apparently unescorted, extremely attractive blonde with an eye-catching solitaire ring on her right
hand. Corinne turned out to be just

ANOTHER DAY — ANOTHER
DEATH by George Bsgby. Certainly nobody would want to kill
George Bagby, quiet, mildmannered citizen without an enemy in
the world. Then, Why were people
shooting at him? From under. his
own bed, even. Was it because
George had been the ally eye-witness when a window washer plunged to his death from the side of a
skyscraper? George's beselgeisood,
Police Inspector Schmitt, felt that
his would-be killer was the ame
man who murdered a crusading
young district attorney. Anyway,
It was all very coefesitel until
George began to unravel a series of
strange coincidences, feeling all
the time that somebody right behind was about to unravel George
Bagby. And he was right. The

scene of this novel is New York
City.
PLAYERS IN A DARK GAME by
Stephen Coulter. Ed Murray, an
American, is suspected by the authorities of several countries of being involved in an important smuggling operation, and known by
other interested parties only as a
nun whose activities are obscured
in mystery. Murray prefers the obscurity; it is, in fact, necessary to
his occupation. On e flight to Kith.
mandu, Mr. Murray's plane makes
an unexpected landing in Calcs.
It is here that the reader is at
*Awn into the vortex of high ddVenture ,etested by Murray's pursuit
a secret mission that ultimately„results in a climactic con*notation with the Red Chinese of
the Nepal-Tibet border. Sabotage is
part of the dark game Murray
plays. Lo is a strange, passionate
woman he meets in Kathmandu
who shows him that life, too, is a
lark game.
WEAVR A WICKED was by
Paul Kruger. WEAVE A vnamiD
WEB is the second in the mysteryseries featuring Phil Kramer, the
effervecent young lawyer frontal*
mythical town of Astoria, ColoiSitio,

ten of Louisville. In addition to the honorees, the guest
list included Mrs. Fred Worth, Mrs. Guy Duley, Mrs.
John T. Price, Mrs. E. E. Mount and Miss Mary Martim
..:11t.

August 20, 1948
Jennings Kirby, of Crutchfield, was among the 391
students, the largest summer graduating class in the
history of tbe institution, receiving degrees at the University of Kentucky's August commencement exercises
August 13,
Hello World: Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Brundige announce the birth of a seven pound boy, Richard Irvan,
born August 16 in Jones Hospital.

Mrs. Harry Bushart was hostess to her luncheon
club on Wednesday, when the group enjoyed a delickull.,
repast at Smith's Cafe. Following the meal the chib2
members went to the Bushart home, where they enjoIC
ed games of bridge. Mrs. Charles Robert Bennett
high scorer for the afternoon; Mrs. Nicholas Kish Nulls.
guest and was presented a gift as a memento of the 6.00;1
casion.
The ladies of the Fulton Golf Club were hostesseC
to the ladies of the Cairo Egyptian Club on Tuesday,.
Rounds of golf were played during the morning and atv/
noon a aelightful dinner was served on the lawn.:.*id
tournament was held in the afternoon, with Fulton wt;114.
ning the afternoon with a score of 9-1.
.44
The members of the L. C. S. Group and their fazniPN
ies, of the First Methodist Church, enjoyed a picrilc;'_
Monday night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett
on the Union City Highway. The supper was served on,f‘
the lawn. Guests were Mrs. M. W. Haws, Bible Stu4S;
Leader, and her assistant, Mrs. E. C. Grisham, and MI
Betty Jane Grisham.

A move to interest young men and boys with the
many advantages of good sportmanship is being taken
by John McClintock, game conservation officer of Fulton County, with the endorsement of the Fulton County
Sportsman's Club, Recently, Mr. McClintock took 15
boys from Hickman on an overnight camping trip and
the following night took four boys from Fulton. The
boys enjoyed the sporting facilities of Bayou de Chein. •
Pilot Oak: Sherry Melton was honored on her •
seventh birthday on Wednesday with a party at her
John H. Childress, a 4-H Club member from Ballard home. After the gifts were opened, games were played
County, owned a purebred Hereford calf which placed and refreshments were served to David, Betty and Julie
first in the Fulton District 4-H Club Beef Calf Show, Morris; Jerry, Jimmie, Sharon and Geraldine Steele;
held last Thursday at the Fairgrounds. Second place Jimmie Allen; Lowry, Terry and Dana Olive.
went to a purebred Angus cow owned by Jane Austin of
Hickman County, while third place went to a purebred
Austin Springs: Ralph Doran and Miss Bettye Sue
Hereford calf owned by Charles I3ennett of Fulton Coun- Bynum were united in marriage the past Saturday in
ty.
Hickory, Ky., at the home of the bride's brother, Rev.
B. F. Bynum, who officiated. The couple was attendixt
Sad-looking kids and cool nights mean only one by close friends,'Mr.and Mrs. Harvey Donoho.
thing around Fulton- school opening is drawing near.
James Alfred Powell and Miss Grace McClure were W. L. Holland, superintendent of local schools, told the married on last Saturday. Both are popular among the
News that Fulton Schools will officially open on Sep- younger set near Lone Oak.
tember 13.
West State Line: Congratulations to Mr, and Mrs.
Mrs. L. A. Clifton was gracious hostess Wednesday Charles Hicks, of Clinton, on the birth of a son on Augto a luncheon at her beautiful home, Cliftcrest, compli- ust 12, in the Jackson Hospital at Clinton. The baby has
menting her house guests, Misses Virginia and Inez Lu- been named Steve Edwin.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Mrs. Harding
Gets Award For
Youth Effort

Engagement Of MissSara Jane Hall,
Mr. Barry Bondurant Is Revealed

• t•'.

The Kentucky Youth Conference
was held in Richmond on August
1-10-11, with approximately 600
ielegates attending.
This conference was begun by
Ormer Attorney General Robert
F. Matthews and is sponsored by
he privately financed Kentucky
Juvenile Delinquency Prevention
ind Youth Development Foundation, Inc.
On Sunday afternoon, August
in awards program was held, at
which time Mrs. Lorene Harding
received a certificate for outstanding service to the youth of Kentucky in promoting programs of delinquency prevention, and for believing that young people can take
an active part in the solution of
their own problems. Mrs Harding
was responsible for securing sponsors and students from Fulton
County to attend the conference
Seven students from the county
attended, five from Fulton and two
from Hickman. From Fulton were:
Doris Bolin, sponsored by the
Et&PW 'Club; Rita Cash, by the
First Baptist Church; Randa Nabors by die First United Methodist
Church; Kim Komi's, by the Lions
Club and Phil Rose, by the Rotary
Club. The two students from Hickman were sponsored by the Woman's Club and the Lions Club.
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The News takes pleasure in wishing "Happy Birthday" to the following friends:
August 25: Paul Lang, Mrs. Vyron
Mitchell, Mrs. Claude R. Williams;
August 26: Dianne Clement, Mike
Taylor, Chuck Wright; August 27:
Bob McKnight; August 26: Barney
Green, Ethel Hemphill;
August 29; Victory Demons, Mrs.
William Smith; August 30: Donald
Crews, Jchn Mitchell, David Reed;
August 31: Mrs. Brenda Kay Gorman, Earl Holloway, J. Roland
Laird, Dorothy McKnight, Harvey
Vick, Sr.
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Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mercer Hall of Fulton are anflouncing the engagement of their daughter, Sara Jane,
to Mr. Barry Wayne Bondurant, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Howard Bondurant, also of Fulton.
The bride-elect is the grand-daughter of Mrs. Arch
L. Shuck and the late Mr. Shuck of Fulton and Mrs.
George C.Hall and the late Mr. Hall of Fulton.
The groom elect is the grandson of Mrs. E. B. Fitz
of Obion, Tennessee and the late Mr, Fitz. His paternal
grandparents are Mrs. Homer Bondurant of Union City,
Tenn., and the late Mr. Bondurant.
bride-elect graduated from Fulton High,School
• ' The
,
With Inthe class of 1964.1 1te 15134•esbtitly ettplOyed
terstate Life & Accident Insurance Company of Union
City, Tennessee.
Mr. Bondurant graduated from Fulton High School
in the class of 1961. He attended Murray State University where he was a member of Epsilon Pi Tau professional fraternity. He is presently employed with Central
Metal Products Company of South Fulton, Tenn.

Girls Scouts Plan
First' Meet A.26
Mrs. Nancy Wilson, scout leader,
announces that Gil Scout Troop
182 will bold It* first meeting at
7:30 p. m., August 26, in the First
Methodist Church.
All 7th, Kb and 9th grade girls
who have been Scouts before and
are interested in becoming Ca.
dettes, 'geese attend this meeting
with their parents.

planned.
A September 29th wedding is being

Miss Johnson, Mr. Lambert Are
Married In Paducah August 10th

Dozens of flickering candles
rattly illuminated the sanctuary
First Baptist Church which
-chenvi
was the scene of the marriage
ichn)ik,
of:Marietta Johnson and John
Madan Lambert on Aug. le, at
7:J0 o'clock in the evening. The
njolt*•;T
Rev.John Wood officiated at the
vf,4
doable-ring ceremony.
the bride is the daughter Of
0P'
4
ie
Mr: and Mrs. Harvey Johnson
of Fulton. formerly of Paducah,
..q k
end the groom Is the son of Mr.
.: has
got Mrs. John T. Lambert of
tesimr
Plidticah.
A.Ithite wrought iron arch caviled with magnolias and orange
nd at
*Meow and an urn of fern an
a pedestal attached to each side
of fhb arch, was cantered at the
1 1;
w#,
altar with a white lmeelIng
bend before it. A tall basket of
41ned
gladioli and white chry▪
amiljv
was an either side
at
:
icrdt
h and four tall
errlarrc, ks
'
"
*Oki
MOO iron seven-branch can41(ilk
Mika with white tapers were
bilged the tiered planters of
tudy4d
grommtry on each side of the
altar, Six hurricane lamps that
'
held white tapers decorated with
magnolias and white ribbon bows
Marini the family pews.
her The candies Ware lighted by
her
Meglesst Brost and James Pawayed
ls* cough* of the. bride.
Julie
Preceding and during the
eele;
milemnisallin of the vows, the
church organist, Mrs. Menhirs
thelson, promnIsd a program
of nuptial mote with Miss Rox.
Sue
moo Thum as vocallet.
yin
The bride. mated by her
Imam who ism ler in mar.
Rev.
lisp, won is Mead length
sJed,;,
bridhl gown of silk organza ever
milak, *signed by Sentence
vere
BM*. The Mine deem bad a
scoopEand sludgeset Al
obsod irldi solkor•-,
enoon
sod allova-thesiend
bow bell sleeves etlaci Lace spAmiss were scattered through1.ug. •
the skirt of the goon. She
wore abort white silk organza
has
sanntlits. TIve chapel Watteau

detachatee train mimeo mom the
back of the Empire waist in soft
pleats trimmed with Alencon
lace motifs, the same as the
decor on the dress. A cluster of
lace petals outlined with seed
pearls and teardrop crystals
held the bouffant shoulder-length
silk illusion veil. The bride carried a cascade bouquet that was
centered with a white orchid
surrounded by white glamelias,
white roses, and rosebuds, with
white ribbon streamers. Her
only jewelry was opal earrings
a gift from the groom.
The maid of honor and bridesmaids wore identical formallength gowns of silk organza
with Empire waist trimmed with
white daisies and long sheer
bouffant sleeves. The gowns
were &admired at the back and
draped eddy in Grecian lines.
Each carried a colonial nosegay
of pink and yellow mon, daisies
and statics. They were drod-tomate, accalsorlis and short
white gloves. The headpieces
were matching satin bows with
strellatenr.
Alicia Hunt served as maid rg
honer and wore hot pink Met.
Bridesmaids Paula Ann Winders,
cousin of the bride, from Cake.
111,, wore mint green; Joyce
Whitaker wore turqucdse; aim
Oliver wore maize; Shaven
Bianca wore gold; Andre Walls
wore light pink; Gall Mitchell
wore Debt blue; and Phyllis
Elder were borings Me to make
up the rumbsw colors.
The flower girt Ommos
of Sieworville. lad., oils* ofdeS
groom, wore a tomsl gown and
headpiece Idiodool go dm brit*
.t Ten- She carmaidll.in iligh
ried decorated boast of ma
petal. mid scattored them darn
the aisle.
The .ringbearer carried a
heart-ehmed pillow covered with
tridto satin with late trim end
ribbon &tremors.
The parnee tether, John T.

Mrs. John

Randall Lambert

Lambert, served as Dem man in
the absence of the groom's
brother, Keith. David Lambert,
younaar brother of SO glen
was ringbotrer,
Bruit, James Payback=
Benito* leke Comet Elifellif
Murt, Gregory SW, and End
Yeoman, wad as groosomma
The imam it the Midi sod
groom selected Mondial formalism* gowns of pees de isle
with high Empire waist trismsd
with a large bow at the lam.
material M trust end above4Jes-

elbow bell sleeves. las headpieces were matching bows.
Dyed-to-match accessories sad
short white gloves complied
their costumes. They were white
&lamella corsages.
Mrs. Jack Cauhorn of Mound
City, Ill., maternal grandmother
of the bride, chime for the wedding a light green ensbie et a
crepe sleeveless sheath with a
long - sleeve lace overcoat
trlamod with a satin pointed
(Centineed en Parra Two)

Miss Stokes, Mr. Bolin Pledge Wedding
Vows At Brilliant Ceremony In Hickman
mutts made completely of bronze
pompoms, with streamers of velvet
spice.
Mr. Bolin chose Don Schmidt of
Lexington, Ky., as his best man.
Serving as groomsmen were Cubb
Rouse Stokes, brother of the bride;1
Lynn Williamson of Fulton; Ken
Force of Bedford, Ky.; James Taylor of Memphis; Robert T. Cunningham of Louisville, Ky.; Gary
Smith of Metropolis, Illinois and
L>nn Major of Hickman.
Mrs. Stokes chose for her daughter's wedding a formal gown of
sea foam nile silk splendene, fashioned with a scoop neckline and
brief sleeves, both of which were
lavishly beaded with pearls and
rock crystals. The elegant bead
pattern was repeated at the hemline of her A-shaped skirt. She wore
a matching sea foam nile feather
creation in her hair and carried a
white phalaenopsis.
Mrs. Bolin, the mother of the
groom, wore a formal gown of turqucise chiffon, designed on cage
lines. The bodice was accented with
matching Alencon lace motifs and
the sleeves were long. Her headdress was a matching veil with velvet petals and leaves. Her corsage
was a white phalaenepsis.
iirs. Rouse, the bride is maternal
grandmoth,er, wore a gown of
American Beauty silk chiffon, designed on elegantly simple lines,
featuring neckline interest of Venice lace, which was repeated at the
elbow sleeves. She wore a cluster
of matching American Beauty velvet foliage in her hair.
Mrs. Camille Stokes, the bride's
paternal grandmother, selected a
formal gown of aquamarine chiffon,
of Camelot influence, a fitted
sheath with simulated coat of chiffon. The long sleeves were beaded
at the wrist in topaz and crystal
stones. She wore a self bow in her
hair.
The groom's maternal grandmother, Mrs. W. M. Cunningham,
chose a dress of navy Tacalon lace,
with matching shoes. Her other accessories were of white.
Each of the grandmothers wore
a white phalaenopais corsage.
Following the wedding, a reception was held in the home of the
bride's parents. Assisting at the 'reception were: Misses Nancy Sanger,
• Jane Voorhees, Jennifer Starches*,
Barbara Lattus, Anna Greer, Karen
Green, Frances Amburg, and Mesdames Lynn Major, Harold A.
Rice, James Allen Mitchell, Robert
Sanger, George Helm, Charles Travis, Harold Rice, Sr., Austin B.
Voorhees, Roscoe Stone, James A.
Whipple and Warwick C. Hale, all
of Hickman;
Also, Miss Linda Hanson of
Mountain Grove, Mo., cousin of the
bride; Mrs. Jim Blankenship of CorMrs. Joe Wayne Bolin
inth, Miss.; Mrs. Ken Ranson of
Mountain Grove, Mo.; Miss Gin!
In a wedding of brilliant beauty made dimensional with use of seed Lynn Mauldin and Mrs. Charles E.
and impressive dignity Miss Sandra pearls, encrusted the intricate Mauldin of Phoenix, Ariz.; Mrs.
Stokes, daughter of Mr. and WS. pattern of the lace.
B. Brown, HI, and Miss Net
Rising from the hemline to mid- Edwin
Fred Stokes of Hickman, pledged
Brown of Houston, Texas, and Mass
her wedding vows to Mr. Joe Wayne calf was a border of the Pointe de' Lee Mitchell of Mayfield.
Rohn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Venice lace, only interest of the
For her wedding trip, the bride
11. Bolin of Clinton, Ky. Before a easy cage lines of the organza traveled in a Gino Charles original
large assemblage of friends and skirt. Watteau style train flowed of mortar gabardine. The Nehru
members of the immediate families from her chapel length, fashioned collar was enhanced with bold braes
the Rev. Loyal 0. Hartman, pastor of organza, bordered again in the
buttons and the trim was repeated
of Rebecca Memorial United Meth- repealed lace pattern. It was in the elongated waistline, which
odist Church of Memphis. recited caught to appliqued petals of lace, featured an A-line skirt. She wore
the significant double ring cere- headed heavily.
a Garbo slouch hat of chamois
Her veil was of Cathedral length.
felony in one of the most socially
felt ,and accessories of Trial/
prominent weddings of the summer of French illusion, attached to a felt, and accessories of Triand
Juliet cap fashioned entirely of
season.
Out of town guests at the wedding
The nuptial service was perform. miniature seed pearls, which also were:
ed in the candlelight glow of the held an elbow length bouffant veil
Lt. and Mrs. James Ramsey,
First United Methodist Church in on which the modesty veil had been Denver, Colo.; Mr. and Mrs. John
Hickman at eight o'clock in the lightly beaded with seed pearls.
Gordon Manuel, Alice, Texas; Mr.
The bride's bouquet was a trievening.
and Mrs. Edwin B. Brown IH and
The church was beautifully deco- angular cascade of white bridal son Ned and daughter Lucy, Housrated, the center of attraction being rose buds and lilies of the valley, ton, Texas; Mrs. Charles Mauldin
the art glass window in the back- with ligustrum leaves.
and Gin! Lynn, Phoenix, Ariz.;
Miss Melinda Travis of Hickman
ground, which was lighted from outattend- Mrs. Cubb Rouse, Alice, Texas;
side the church. A cross and can- served as the bride's honor
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Hanson,
dlesticks formed the pulpit back- ant. She wore a formal gown of rus- Eddie, Bob, Kenneth, Jr., and
ground. Arrangements of white set organzine worsted, fashioned on Lynda, Mountain Grove, Mo.; Mr.
gladioli and carnations were on the an easy A-line, featuring an Eliza- and Mrs. James Allen Mitchell,
altar and on pedestals on each side bethan neckline outlined with ecru Jim, Lee, and Glenn, Mayfield;
of the altar. Arrangements were Guipure lace.
Also Mr. and Mrs. C. E. ArianThe cuffs on the long sleeves crealso at each end of the chancel rail.
bright, Author, HI.; Mr. and Mrs.
Brass tree candelabras, holding ated of the lace were fragile and E. M. Bailey, Sr., Mr. and Mrs.
-coverivhite tapers, were on each side of ruffled. Spice colored velvet
E. M. Bailey, Jr., Paducah; Mr.
ed buttons created front bodice in- and Mrs. Vincent F.
the altar.
Nightingale,
John Beckman of Richmond, In- terest and the accent color was reLouisville; Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Suldiana, presented a program of peated with the use of narrow livan, Tiptonville; Mr. and Mrs.
nuptial solos before the bridal party velvet ribbon, outlining the neckline Perry Butler,
TiptonvWe; Mr. and
approached the altar. His numbers and terminating at the back of the Mrs. Frederick Heerde,
GilbertsIncluded, "Wedding Prayer" by neckline with a self bow and long ville; Mr. and Mrs. Alva D. Yeary,
Fern Glasglow Dunlap, "The Call" streamers. The accent trim was Danville; Dr. and Mrs. David Arby Ralph Vaugh Williams, and "0 also used on the cuff treatment. Her dell Roper, San Diego, California;
Love That Casts Out Fear" by J. S. head-dress was a chapel cap, fash- Mr. and Mr*. M. C.
Browning,
ioned of the ecru lace, accented with
Bach.
Bowling Green; Mr. mid Mrs.
While the guests were being seat- a spice velvet bow with self stream- Thomas H. Maxedon, Anchorage;
ed John F. Johns of Hickman play- ers.
Attending as bride's maids were Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hale, Jr., Lexed a classical guitar program. His
ington; Mrs. J. M. Burnett, Chagrtn
program included "Etude" by Sor, Mrs. James Ramsey of Denver, Falls, Ohio; Mr. and
Mrs; PhD*
"Pavane" by Milan, "Bourree" by Colo.; Miss Lucy Brown and Miss B. Neptune, St. Innis; Mr.teal
Mrs.
Bach, "0 Saviour Hear Me" by Debbie Brown of Houston, Texas; James Richmond, Dawdle; Mr.
Gluck, "Prelude" by Bach, and "0, Miss Leonora Allen of Camden, and Mrs. Herman F. Hubbard and
Master Let Me Walk With Thee" Tenn., and Miss Susan Ridley of Karen,
Campbellsville; Mr. and
Cookeville, Tenn. They were attired
from the Methodist Hymnal.
Mrs. Charles Pawhskiewies, TalMiss Laura Hefley of Fulton serv- identically to the honor attendant ton; /Ir. and Mrs. James B. Tayexcept for their head-dresses, which
ed as organist for the wedding.
lor, Memphis; Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Mr. Stokes escorted his radiantly were Elizabethan ruffle caps of Smith, Paducah; Miss Lode Pails,
beautiful daughter to the altar. lace, secured under the chin with
Gilborterills; Miss Terry Cash,
The bride's gown was an original spice velvet ribbon bows and self
Ausey Parrs; Mrs. Loma Cm Him
design of ivory silk organza poised streamers. Their dresses wore spine
ton; Mr. and Mrs. Alkyd Stew
over silk faced peau de sole creat- colored silk and worsted fabric,
Madrid *ad; Mies Miry Keys
ing a cage style gown, adorned . signed with Victorian
Russell, Murray;
with Ivory Pointe de' Venice lace. High neck, long doves,
Mr. Rdword Punk, Ovreneboro;
Long sleeves, leg-o'mutton Mika- ecru Bordean lace were aeomMod Miss Wanda
Bowmen, Parsons,
ence, with Camelot cuffs em- with velvet buttons brad narrow rib.
Tam; br.a. B. Daria, Wads..
bellished with seed pearls. A pattern bons. The skirts were A-line.
(Coritinued in Pam Toll •
All the attendants carried small
of lace on Edwardian neckline
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Afio a also, el lUstival ha ido
wand* on brIllo y renombre
y as aspena slue el de .hors,
set el 111•20y.
Con el fin go Informarsos
sabre eato, oltlierOn el CoroMercer Lee Price, Paul
net
Weetpheling y la Sri. Westphe
hug, s hicleren contacto con
toe organisadOres del Concurso UntalundO, reuniendoae en
el Hotel limpet con la encan
tadora A1311 Marla Rivera, pa
ra invitarla. Ans Maria, entu
slastamente acept6 y partiri
el 19 do settembre, ye qua el
Festival comprende desde eta
fiche haste .1 12 de sombre.
Un hermoso programs ha at
do confeccionado para este lieut.:tn. A au llegada a New
Orleans o MIami, as lu redbird eon el Alcalde de la rem
a
Ana Marta Rivera, Miss Costa Rica, vinieron
Con el fin de invitar
pectina chided. Si harks on
Florida.
Beach
Armond
nuestro pals el Coronel Mercer Lee Price, de
so honor, divers°, ado'. LuIndel
go, Up avian particular recites
Paul Westpheling y su madre, la Bra. Westpheling, President&
Kentucky.
ad a todas las participants* de
ternational Banana Festival quo se Ileva a cabo en Fulton,
Ana Maria
los palate lunation' y its its
Aqui durante la reunion en el Hotel Europa, en la cual
recorrido huts Fulton, Keninvitaclen.
agradable
tan
acepto
tucky, pararfin on clIvereos lu
giros, donde serin agasaladas
regiment..
Miss Costa Rica
Participan en este Festival:
Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras,
El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa
Rice, Panama, Colombia, Ems
• los dot y Venezuela.
Desde trace sets linos se ce- International Banana Festival, de enlisted y simpatia
Antes de la aleccida visitseon el fin de unir eon lazes pauses productorea de banana.
Fuiton, Kentucky, el
ba

Festival Internacional Bananero

Ed's Note: The artick ..nd photo shown here appeared on the front
page of La Prensa, the leading daily newspaper of San Jose, Costa
Rica. It says, in Spanish that the lovely lady in the center, is Miss
Costa Rica and she will be attending the Banana Festival in Fulton
this year. Others in the photo, left to right are, Colonel Mercer Lee
Price, Antonio Caraso, holder of the Miss Universe franchise in Costa
Rica, Miss Ana Maria Rivera, Paul Westpheling III and Mrs. Paul
Westpheling. The photo was taken in San Jose.
warning of what is to come.
But there are many circumstances which should put the motorist on a special alert. An obvious
example is the presence of a child
in the street. The motorist should

THE
FAMILYI•
LAWYER
When a Child Darts Out
Rare is the parent, and rare is
the motorist, who has not been
haunted by the vision of a child
darting out in front of an oncoming automobile. Yet, tragically,
such accidents are anything but
rare.
If a child is injured or killed in
this manner, who bears the legal
responsibility?
In a sense the child himself is at
fault, since he "took the initiative
in causing the accident. But the law
, adjusts its
the age
of these darting-out cases, the child
is too young to be tagged with the
label of negligence.
Yet, the fact that the child is not
responsible does ,not automatically
shift responsilxidly to the motorist.
Our impulsive, humanitarian sympathy for the youthful victim does
not justify placing the blame on
someone who is truly blameless.
Thus, a motorist is ordinarily not
liable for running down the child
who darts out suddenly from behind a parked car. For there is
nothing to give the motorist fair

U LT0N
A" rating for adults

'MY"

rating for' mature young,
temple

AY"

not assume, even if he blows his
horn, that the child will promptly
and prudently retreat to the sidewalk.
Even if there is no child in sight,
other telltale signs may cry caution.
For example:
In one case, the fact that a ball
bounced into the street was held
good reason for an oncoming mo-

-ran Is Casa Blanca, donde it
President* Johnson his recibira
1.1 dia 7 de senembre lord
la elecoida final y la corona
clots. Dias &Mu, en Is conchs
sciatica, toe universitarias,
mot antorchas as mutat* y
se eleglra a los soempadantes
de las reinas lattnasinerIcanas.
Entre las actIvidades elastics
el Desfile que harem por la
Avenida Las Americas, de aquells eluded, con traje tipico.
Dodge en carrosas
Tambien
y el show de nudes de alta
costura nioyorkina, en el quo
actuarin conic medal°, las mi.
Inas participantes.
Los prep:dal acal realmente
fabulosos: litudios gretultoi
en la Univeraidad de ratadu
Unidos qua Is Reins ascola du
rants on also. y tall &dares
so efectIvo. Un vials por Bud
America, Centre America
Mexico, con todos los gotta
pagados. Un guarclarropa cogs
plet,o, alhajas, etc.

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday,August 22, 1968

Longer Engine Life
A complex nickel chemical in
motor oil increases the life of certain automobile engine parts by
decomposing and producing nickel
oxide which is plated out at
point, of load, thus reducing the
rate of wear.

Page

Tippler's Tanks
N edi high-quality stainless
steel tanks 18 feet by 16 feet
have been ordered by Calvert of
Canada Ltd.for its new distiller',
at Gimli. Manitoba. Each tank
has a capacity of 12,600 imperial
gallons (15,625 U.S. canons).

Rama
Fish
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

Ii

The wr
modern I
research
13 Intern'
Merice
Sterling

1111412111
melee IT
-111111111)11
4PSIMMOM
SHOW I
alio 4

5 PM TO 9 PM
ALL THE FISH YOU CAN EAT
.111
$1.19.

ncludes Hush puppies, old fashion white beat*
crispy cole slaw.
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South
CELEVRATI1

LA PRENSA LIBRE congra
tula a Ana Maria por la mag
Mika oportunidad qua se le
ha presentado y hoc* Ileum su
stint° mensal, de misted a
los representantes del International Banana Festival, que
nos vlsitaron.

iketabliA 2
0Aift
RESTAWkAIT
U. S.51- Not& Paltoa Citt Zekdbr

—N
Shell
AI

We Rs
of PI
"-All kin

torist to expect that a child might
follow.
In another case, a posted notice
of "CHILDREN AT PLAY" was
held sufficient to call for extra
careful driving.
Ills true that this special responsibility on the motorist, when children are in sight or in proved,
hu a tendency to slow the movement of traffic.
But it is also true that cars are
killing thousands of our youngsters
every year. The law is willing to
slow the traffic, to slow the slaughter.
An Americo' Bar Association pubic service &afore by Will Bernard.
Cottons can be made to
look like linen, silk, or wool.

LEONORA AMBERG BUSNARf
MUSIC lessons IN YOUR HOME
Beginning week of OCTOBER 6,. .
LIMITED number of STUDENTS
ONE-HALF HOUR and ONE HOUR lessons
PIANO and ORGAN must be in GOOD condition and WELL-TUNED
VOCAL COACHING

Used 1
Fr.
All kit
Pocket
wrist w
men, in
r13/13141,011/

WE SI

103 Wellington Street, Hickman,Ky. 42050
TELEPHONE AREA CODE 502 - 236-2396

Pb
USED

• Pio

red
2 •

PIN

blue
Good Le
PrifIdal

KOfri/11111

Beekces
Electric
Cotten el
*Dixie go
OK Matt
New GE
Odd Div
Yocum'
WWI spr
Review
Lhasleui
yard;
flew, $1
COMO In
have kits
Need,

THUR - FRI - SAT

AUGUST 22. M • 24
5i

liii

UNE
T

SUN - MON - TUES - WED

AUG. 25 • 26 - 27 - 28
TWO ADULT HITS

rating for young people

'OA" rating for pectoral ausilersoll
(family)
f"C" rating for children, unaci
composted

P'NCA"

rating for pictures ere
which ne clesaffleatiiin '
available.

$5.50 sq. yd.
29.Ounce Nylon
$5.50 sq. yd.
Herculon Carpeting
$5.00 sq. yd.
Acrilan
100% Nylon Candy Stripe $3.95 sq. yd.
$38.88
9 x 12 Nylon Rugs
9 x 12 Axministerlaz $49.95
70-oz.
Rubber
PADDING
$1.00 sq. yd.

WA

114

Bathroom Carpet
$2.99Running Ft.
6-Foot Wide
1 ;7:

SUNDAY Thrn WEDNESDAY (NCA)

9x 12 LINOLEUM RUGS $4.88
0
11.1111111
41
IM LYNX
olow,...=
.

WADE 61
ittattitige Ca

SAT1J

At Hal
ma. I
Marti
Teach
SELL

Greeley
Chairs,
ware,
fan, 78,1
its, At
Trunks.
Wood I
21" Soo
ROA

TIER/
CHAS.

Mu% 47
•
*11141.

Print S hows eAir ough

Page
Niskel Reamers+
Wine

$ folk

art id

4
411
pedal
nal. -

world's largest and most
modern laboratory dedicated to
research on nickel and its alloys
is International Nickel's Paul D.
Merles Research Laboratory at
Sterling Fellwat, New York.
The

net-enemy to raise the 0•mperature

Something Old, Something New
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Farming Equipment - Cows - Milking Equipment

•

MAKE KAM NOW TO ATTEND

sill present to

free. the complete. MI1,101041. 21.

CLASSIFIED

• -et

of

Wagnalls

S

Funk

14•L•ren•••• Fne,elopedia.

.stioular•I

,oter
I.. Dr. Quite

114181211 NOW lier ier
mein' STENOGRAPHIC COURSE

flIPMEDWIUTING Sh•r t has d,
11111101411111 eldintical typeviditine.
sing, otioe madded daelisding Didepbone),
euludelida edge practice, general
Miss preediee,peneonelity develop
sirsiA. elided eisi etd1'wake,ocarina Ilimiesse budded
Paphsr, Medd. MM. This-

a7-41111.

Breaiway Gil Skop
South Fulton 479-2134
-t4IIW AND USED Shotguns, Rifiee, Pistols
All Named Brands

We Repair ALL Models
of Pistols, Guns, Rifles
All kinds and sixes ef shells
Used Televisions, all kinds
$35.06
From
All kinds of fishing tackle
knives,
scoot
Pocket knives,
wrist watches for ladles and
men, many other items tee
numerous to mention_

WE SELL AND TRADE

III., in
this nesspaper.
This

sinners of ear,.

Eekerlin-

elialletiged
-tat••ment
-pinestailed

DOWN
a."
7dVSSIS

Dealer

WADE'S USED
Furniture Shore

Phone 4224421

Felten

WIlls JIM PRYOR
Agricultural Agave
Illinois Central Railroad
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sible persons, or animals. Persons making ground appliadon

of organic phosphcrous Meddaided or loading air craft with
them should always be accompanied by at least one other person in the field.
DID YOU KNOW?
Food takes only about 19 cents
out of deb dollar of the iYPiold
family's take-home pay. This is
the smallest share on record IMMO cents km than the share
spent for food a dozen years ago.
The buildup in cattle numbers
in the United States that started
in 19511 has continued through
1962. The January lit, 1911
mann shows 102 million heed
on farms . . two-and-a-halfmulion more than a year earlier.
Legend says Columbus
used cotton denim for sails
on his famous voyage in
1492.
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"Milking Equipment"
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ALEXANDER AUCTION & REALTY SALES
win E. ALEXANDER • AUCTIONED

•

2116 UMW. ST. NARTIL TDB 5171622 OR 11111 PIRIE 511-4511
- usassas a.0 IMMO -

TIPS ON HANDtING
INSECTKIDIES SAFELY
Most insecticides may be harmful to ma and adman U used
m excess*, anwends or if
handled arehmely. Precautions
and recommended mints are
OVOO Or labels at aff materiels
legally offered for sale. These
materials should not be used unless the user is premed to id
low directions on the imbed. Many
of the new krecticides are alroost as poisonous when hi contact with the Mk or ad an
when taken orally. Such detect
may war through spillage or
from the fine dust or mist durk
ing appRcation. Skin abeorptin
constinites the greeted danger
in using mazy qt du sow ipso&

reestzt it is the source el
Wiry Mei ilkeir te
be kinesit Ladd Moseldise
are yerthehrly hosrdsas, lend
and aft to Si. tem1 emususesIs spilled tin Si. dthi or
clothing, wash immedisiely and
chimp to dean clothing Cow
twiddled shoes are a serious
based. Baths at Si. aid at a
WO& period. Lismider wedsdeed daily and chew aloes
ides aseessery. Weer salad

Leap food away from direct
contact with all insectickke and
from posdbie fumigant action.
Wash exposed portions at the
body thoroughly before eatkig or
drinking. Do not smoke or otherwise contaminate mouth area before wed** face and heeds.
Wear an approved respiratory
device when using highly tedc
phosphorus ccamounds or heavy
concesteations of other insecti.
ddes. Decontaminate respirator
hewed operediams by washing
and replacing kits or cartridges
at remain:flooded intervals of tun
Excess duet or spray materials
should be buried. Dreg sum
bags and cartons should be
burned trinflediately in the open

PUBLIC AUCTION SALE
SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 19611 at 10:00 A. M.
At the Home Place of the Late Mn. Connie Sanders. Located Approx. 27411.. South of Fulton on
Martin Hwy. (45E) across from the Dunavant
Tractor Company.
SELLING to Settle the Estate-Every Item SELLS
Cresley Elect Rang, Mice Refrigerator, Ruffen', Oek Table, 4
Chairs, Metal Utility Cart, 1 id antique glue were, 1 ist ceek
appfleness. ID" window
were, Kereeen• lamps, imam beard
fan,79,991 BTU Karetters gee Own ladles, Peeks, Woo Dress(Geed)
ers, Antique Rockers, Mirrors, Adieus Picture Premises,
Trunks, Cedar Cheat Antique Demers, 5 Drawer Chiffersen
; Weed Bede Camp. 1 let Beddow Unison What-Nets & Stands,
21" Sparien TV, Antenna, 1 let bend Neil, Muriel/Aims Items net

ty now.

SALE:Rain or Shine

COL. RUIRRT AINLIT
Dukedom, Tenn MN
Umesed-Ramied Auctioneer
Pb., 91114324113$
*OFESSIONALIZIED ellitVICS TWAT SAT11P1111--

S. FIELDS, Affinsr.:
Ky. dell
14 et

Empty metal contaheers should
be smashed beyond possibility
of reuse and buried. Metal containers of emulsifiable concentrates carried to the fields should
be placed in the shade. Agitation
at closed containers thet have
been bdt in the sun ceu
in produre build up in the condim with a resultat exploding
of time ceded' dm Se top to

reamed. Usenet inestiddes

or caw beseeliddi natant
rubber gloves voids bodlIng
W ily toxic congiourb. Ins•
chop at(*ebbe ind nee ind
water at Wel is the flit

TERMS:Cash

"ULS MILL OS 5111 MOSS TINT
- LION A55515.1 - 10A0111111111111611
.

m)

doeLe•I

lorr 110111%

219.5

Banana cream pie's a standby; add apricots, and it's a sur... so easy with the modern
prise. Here's the Borden Kitchen way.
magic of sweetened condensed milk and canned fruit fillings.
For a free color booklet with 70 magic condensed milk recipes,
write to: Dept. MAT-7, P. 0. Box 451, Jersey City, N.J. 07303.
Cream Pie
Apricot-B
(Makes one 9-inch pie)
Crust:
2 tablespoons melted butter
23 (2-1/4-inch diameter)
chocolate wafers
crumbs. Thoroughly blend
fine
into
wafers
the
of
12
Crush
crumbs and butter. Press crumb mixture into the bottom of a
9-inch pie plate. Stand remaining 11 wafers around the edge of
the pie plate. Chill in refrigerator.
Filling:
1-1/3 cups (15-oz. ran) Eagle 1-1/2 cups (1 lb. 6-oz, can)
apricot pie-filling
Brand Sweetened
1 cup (1/2 pint) heavy
Condensed Milk
cream
1/3 cup reconstituted lemon
1/4 cup sifted confectioners'
juice
sugar
2 medium-size ripe
bananas
In•medium-size mixing bowl blend thoroughly sweetened condensed milk and lemon juice. Peel bananas and cut into crosswise
slices. (Reserve 2 or 3 banana slices and 3 or 4 large apricot
pieces for garnish.) Fold in banana slices and pie-filling. Spoon
into chilled crust. Refrigerate about 4-5 hours or until firm. To
serve: whip heavy cream until stiff; gently fold in confectioners'
sugar. Spread over top of chilled pie. Garnish with reserved banana slices and apricot pieces.

PONTIAC AND
RAMBLER

$411
2 - Piece living ream suite,
blue
*43
Geed Leonard electric nage HS
Welidalee Relligerassr
Ketvinater Refrigerater _ $49
$23
Bookcase bed frame
Electric ranges _ $15 and He
$5
Conan mattress
'Dixie gas range
115
HILO
OK Mattress
$125.01
New GE Washer
frees $5.11
Odd Divans
Vacuum Cleaner
$21.11
Bed springs,
.44
115 and up
Refrigerators,
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.1e yard, cushion
fleet, $2.25 yard
Cent* in and browse around; we
have lets ef bargains net advs.,WWI

SALE

for alertness. Stu.

Your friendly

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
2 - Piece living rem suite,

are:

elope•lia-

11111 ISOTOR CO.,Inc.1

PUN 4711-2271

reel:-

ROBERT STRICKUN
and
MRS. 1. C. WALKER
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28, 1968, 10:00

ten
everiiroi
Memos
itte
A message for farmers aboutseeds
from Southern States Cooperative
We live in an age of rapid change. Old ways are constantly giving way to new ideas. What was
true yesterday, we are frequently told, is not necessarily true today. And yet, there is one rule,
one principle that never changes. Its truth remains constant, unchallenged. It is this:

"A profitable crop can grow only from good seeds."
Southern States Cooperative has another way of saying the same thing..lf you want to grow
crops that really pay, plant seeds that really grow." For 45 years, successful farmers have
been doing it with Southern States Quality Seeds.
The place to get your fall seeds is your Southern States Cooperative Agency. The time to do
It is now.

the

same
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U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED — WHOLE

01 SIREN
STEAK

FRYERS

U.S.
CHOICE

Fa

LB.
lb. 39c Club Steaks lb. 99c FRANKS
lb. 33c Chickens
rozen
les
lb. 19c Neck-Bones lb. 19c
10 for $1.00
2.

REELFOOT

U. S.CHOICE

ROASTING

9el

12-oli.

FRYERS
Cuu
GOOD

•

MEATY

Fat Back

CHUCKWAGON — VEAL — PORK
BEEF6STEAK
2.0-oz. Each

RIB
STEAKS

SLICED'Y
BACON
12 oz Pkg

FRESH

FRESH AND LEAN

lb. 89c PORK LIVER
FRESH
lb. 29c PIG

lb. 49c
lb. lk

Kraft
GRAPE JELLY
18-oz. Bottle

REGISTE

FOR MONTH'S FREE LIVING
R

390

YOU COIL74-9
13I THE t4TEKS-011111

SALAD

yde Park
li
nslff
6 cans

e
BABY FOOD

SIMI
between

Tuas 'V

FREE MDSE.

With Additional $5.00
Purchase - Excluding
Milk & Tobacco
Products
tOT.

00
For $1.

Fri •

uearfieiii
CHEESE SPREAD
2 Lb. Box

James

Ho
AF

Thi

STOKELY'S 46-os.

ZESTEE

lb. 23c GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
HYDE PARK 6-oz.
10 'ars 98c MUSTARD
each

6-oz. Fromm

FROSTY ACRES

2 Lb.Jar

2for _
49c STRAWBERRY PRES. 69c LEMONADE
MRS. HUBBARD'S 12 TO BOX
Box
VJ7.5cSOUT1thnN
10c MARSHMALLOW CAKES 39c VIENNABSAUSAGE 4for 89c

etiERANM PIES 4 for
TOMATO CATSUP F0R890 BREAD
5
29oz. $
CANS

2 1/2 SIZE CAN

00

E US
stl I
age,

PEACHES

STOKELY'S LARGE 20-os. BOTTLE —

RICHE:LIVE 303 SIZE WHITE

GRAPES u.
POTATOES
,E5oth

FRESH AND FIRM

lb. 15c EGG PLANTS

Awl 1,40/74

022 x7'

190 SWEET-CORN
10o CELERY 2
ikalTLOWER

U. S. NO.1 •
— YELLOW
- FANCY

LB.

U.S. NO. 1 —80 SIZE COUNT
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LARGE
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MICHIGAN

NWHITE

lb. 23c

se

SOUTH FULTON TENNESSEE
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"
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BILTMORE 12-os. CHICKEN

SLICED POTATOES 5for $1.00 LUNCHEON LOAF
RAINBO
FRESH
PIcKLES 141 27-oz. CAN JOHNSON'S
SWEET ICICLE
GLO- COAT WAX

S.NO.1—RED - WHITE- BLUE
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From Correspondents

Pc

Fulton City
eachers At
Workshop

— ROUTE THREE

WIGS MEETING

ITALIAN DINNER
A district wide meeting for MethAn "Italian dinner" will be servodist women of the Paris District ed members of the Fulton Country
will be held next Tuesday, August Club and their guests on Sunday,
27, when Officers Training Day August 25. The food is being prewill be he:1. The meeting will be- pared by the well-known Hickory
gin at 9:3C a. m. at Trinity Metho- House restaurant at Hickory, Ky.
dist Church in Paris, and will con- Seventy reservations will be accept
clude at noon.
ed.

•PIERCE STATION
By WIL Clads Is

Mrs. Aline Williams

Fulton County News, Thursday, Aug. 22, 1968

Brother James Holt, pastor of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dean Williams, and son, of Detroit, have Johnson' Grove, is on a vacation.
Mrs.
with
'pent the past few days
Brother Wilkerson filled the pulpit
Williams' parents, Mr. and Mrs. at 11 a. m. yesterday and Brother
Chester Bennett.
J. E. Bennett preached Sunday
Ella Nunley, Katherine Moore
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Coffman and night.
and Margaret Perry from the Ful- family have moved to the place
The Revival will start at Chapel
(Sty school system attended a known around here as Homer Hill next Sunday. So far I don't
two and one-half day workshop on Croft's plate, since their house was know who the speaker will be but
the Initial Teaching Alphabet in partially destroyed by fire last everyone is invited to attend the
Paducah last week.
services.
week.
We extend deep sympathy to the
The workshop, conducted by
We are lonely at our place at
appropelate song for these '
Region I, ESEA Title HI, waa de- this writing, as we have had our Halley family in the tragic death Rod roses for a blue lady is the name of an
to assist area teachers
daughter and family, Mr. and Mrs. of Bruce Hailey. Bruce was killed Vietnam war widows. But when the roses come all the way from Hathis new method for leach- Ural Cupples and son, with us for last week. Sympathy is also ex- waii, carefully boxed and mailed, then it makes the blue lady happy in
reading to first grade studllits• two weeks and they have now re- tended to Mrs. Bill Reece in the
feeling Mrs. Aaron Johnson (right) had when the postMany participants have inditahne turned to their home in Detroit, death of her brother James Jack- deed. That's the
from Honolulu sent by hell husband in
hospital
• box of
her
men brought
at their school systems will in- and PFC. Lewis, our son-in-law, has son. He died in a Nashville
ate i/t/a into the curriculum returned back to Camp LeJeune, last week.
Vietnam. Shown in the photo with her is Aaron's mother, Mrs. Lynette
stall
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Jackson of
N. C. for further studies In the MaThe Initial Teaching Alphabet is rines. Seems the time they have to Hornbeak were visitors in the home Johnsen.
a 44-character alphabet with each stay with us is so short.
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob DeMyer a
character representing one of the
We have seen several old neigh- while Sunday night. Riley Smith of
Entire Stock!
44 distinct sounds in English. *hoot bors and friends who were on vaca- Fulton spent a few days last week
WE RENT systems currently using 1/ttattave tions this year. It's always so nice with his daughter, Mrs. Bob DeValues to $3.981
found that it not only belga:first to have them drop by to see us.
myer.
- Advertised Brands!
Nationally
dare write voluminouslrend
Mrs. John Cash, Mr. and Mrs.
Several from here attended the
Hospital beds
A contract for bituminous surtively at the age of sbt buflhat Dale Cooke and little daughter, shower Sunday afternoon in honor
facing
a
on
of
group
in
projects
Baby beds
helps them read like sead Deena, and Billy Cash were visitors of Miss Pamela Greer who will be
fl
**dere and sometimes even. lrd in our home Tuesday of last week. married to Charles Colley the last Fulton County has been awarded
Vacuum cleaners
by
of
the
Highways,
Department
graders who are taught in trdlon. They are from Detroit. Mr. and of August. Pamela received lots of
polishers
Commissioner
Hazelrigg
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SPORT SHIRTS

Ken-Tenn Construction
Awarded Road Contract

ONLY...$1.98

THE LEADER STORE

*****************************
SEE all the ACTION best...ELECT
giiCIIVCOX

COLOR TV

SUNSET DRIVE-III

)0
rig

ID

and you'll be the WINNER!
*****************************

Enjoy this superb new

15"COLOR*
PORTABLE
...wherever you go!

.NOW MOVED

**************-

Big-Picture Console
at a table model price!

I

Wilson Motors

Broadway, South Pullen
?Leveled next to KN Rest Beer)

Ro4000/ Slakompea
BMWS&'ASK !CT-

Ever-popular Colonial styling—Beautiful model 6404
will bring you years of colorful viewing enjoyment.
The life-like 267 sq. in. screen is more than twice
as big as today's average portable. Brilliant Color
Tube and exclusivecChromatone. Also available in
striking Contemporary—your choice.

TENNESSEPI FRIED CHICKEN
Take Home
A Box or
Bucket
To-Nite

Big-Picture Console
at a table model price!

Hamburgers
Chuck Wagon
Hot Dog
Onion Rings
Thick Shakes

THE FINEST PIT B.gIR-B-Q IN TOWN
PHONE 479-9082
OPEN SUNDAY 3 PM TO 10 PM

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
MINOMEMOr
MMI
IINEMIM

Both New & Used
• Shotguns, Pistols,
— Authorized Denier Per —
ihmenting — Remington—Ithaca
Smith I Wesson and Colt

Striking Contemporary styling—mode 6402 will
bring you years of colorful entertainment. The lifelike 267 sq. in. screen is more than twice as big as
today's average portable. Brilliant Color Tube and
exclusive Chromatone. Also available in popular Colonial—your choice of authentic styles.

*****************************
See, hear and compare a Magnavox. Select from over 45 styles.

WADE TELEVISION
West Parkway,Fulton, Ky.
472-3412
*****************************

